Zeus ESE Technology

Lightning Conductor System

Early Streamer Emission

Technology

Your best protection against surge and lightning for the tropical area

PT. MEGAH ALAM SEMESTA
http://penangkalpetir.biz/
Picture 1. Detail Zeus ESE Early Streamer Terminal

Type Product: Zeus ESE Air Terminal Technology
Material: Copper + Stainless Steel
1. Has been tested at Laboratory of High Voltage ITB and Lightning Research Station of ITB at Tangkuban Perahu Mountain West Java.
2. Zeus Lightning Air Terminal comply to standard IEC 62305
3. Comply to International and Indonesian Standard for the area with the Highest Thunderstormdays in the World.
4. Design suitable for the Tropical Lightning.
5. Easy Maintenance & Non radio-active
6. Design to capture negative & positive Lightning strike.
7. International recognized & already installed at many facilities abroad.
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